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I SUbIM AND COCLUSIONS

1. In this study the principles of job analysis and of time and motion are

applied to the task of flying a multi-engine aircraft, the R5D (the Navy equival..

ent of the 0-54 ov D-4 Cinematographic records and voice recordings were made

by two aviation psychologists during scheduled flights in July and August of 1946.

These records are analyzed to determine if the methods used eurrevoW7 in industry

are productive and practicable when applied to piloting. -

2. The cockpit of the R5D is divided into seven geneial work areas as a basis

for analyzing motion pathways. Each control is described, with detailed considera-

tion given to its location and to the extent of pilot's arm an body movement re-

quired for operation.

5". Photographic records of various phaaes of the flights were subjected to

frame by frame study and process char'Vs are presented for the pilot's and co-pilot's

performances with the time required for each operation indicated.

4. An analysis was made of the voice recordangs and charts are presented show-

ing the frequency of use of controls by pilot and co-pilot during take-off, cruise,,

and landing.

5. The investigations wcre not designed to -ccumulate any considerule un~unt

of quantitative data. but rather to tebt the apli.abilit cf tbhis methud of study.

However, the data obtained are sufficient to suggest the following conclusIons:

a. The task of piloting cau be subjected to time and motion analysis similar

to that used in industry. By the application of such methods much can be

learned about the pilot's operation of the various controls and instruments.

b. Moving pictures and voice recordings give permanent, objective, and des-

criptive records which can be studied in the laboratory for establishing

the motion pathways and the times required to operate thte controls.

1.
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Moving pictures are useful also in studying the coordination of duties of

pilot and co-pilot.

c. Check-off procedures can be improved and simplified by systematizing and

standardizing the sequence of operations.

d. There is an unduly heavy work load on the right hand of the pilot and n

the left hand of the co-pilot. This may create a problem in the transfer

of skills, where the co-pilot, who has been using primarily his left hand,

is moved to the pilot's position.

e. The're is an unequal diviblon of tasks between piloL aud co-pilot during

certain phases of flight, and considerable variation between pilots.

f. The maximum arm reach of a group of Navy pilots is given and compared

with the distance from normal flight position to various points in the

cockpit. It was found that the pilot is often required to operate con-

trols located as much as 15 inches beyond his finger-tip reach. Such

operations require considerable trunk movement, with resulting bodily and

visual displacement from the normal flight position.

g. The stimuli or cues which elicit the pilot's responses in operating the

controls are identified as visuals auditory, kinesthetic, and temporal.

Of these the visual and temporal are found to be relied upon most fre-

quently.

6. Recommendations are made for extending the invwstigation, and improvements

in the recording equipment are suggested.

7. The implications of such an extended investigation for design of oockpits

and training of pilots are discusod.
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III. PURPObE AND SCOPE OF INVETIGATION

The project was designed to permit obsevation and recording of cockpit pro-

cedures, flight patterns, pilot reactions, and operational flight problems. The

scope of the present report includes a discussion of the application of time and

motion methods Ad job analyr 5 technics to the taik of piloting, analsio of data

cmcerning the pilot 0 s use of the various instruments and controls, and tb e imp6i-

cations of the findings.

The idea of subjecting the pilot's tasks to a job analysis, with its related

principles of time and motion, is not new in the field of aviation research. For

many years specialists in this field have desired more definite informatigA about

the performances required in piloting aircraft.

As pointed out by McFarland (1), there is a need for Oan investigation of the

nature of (the pilot's)tasks, the surroundings in which he works, the location of

instruments and controls and the way in which he performs his duties'. McFarland

recommends wthat time and motion studies be made in the preliminary design of air

trausports to determine the precise duties of each crew member and the time avail-

aale for carrying them out during the most important maneuvers such as take-off

and landing". A search of the literature reveals that only a very limited amount

of work has been done in applying time and motion methods to the task of piloting.

Harlan and Wood (2) made a prelimirary but detailed study of all the co-pilot's

movements during and after a landing. They recorded these actions by means of a

motion picturi camera. A subsequent analysis, which was concerned with only the

number rather than the type of movements, showed that these vary from one every 1.8

oeco-rde to one every- 5.0 seconds, depending upon the position of the plane in the

various zoneo of the standard landing pattern.

.. Johnson (5) of United Air Lines developed an effective method of into-
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grating the various duties on t.-e flight deck. His procedure consisted of arranging

the operations performed during each phase o. flight in the order which permitted

the simplest and smoothest paths of movement, with a division of the tasks between

the two flight officers. These flight scripts were then placed on an instrument

termed the Nflight coordinator' and installed peirmanently on the control pedestal

so that pilot and co-pilot could follow a standard routine of operation. By so

systematizing the flight duties, Johnson found that he could effectively reduce the

time required to carry out the performances during various phases of flight, For

example the time needed for engine run-up was shortened from 9 minutes to an aver-

age of 2 1/2 minutes. It is evident that reductions of time and effort may be ef-

fected by the introduction of a systematic Sequence of operations.

If only the mechanical aspects of the pilot's task are considered, then an

incomplete picture will be obtained. While it is not the purpose of this paper to

consider the human factor in terms of physiological changes, such studies will have

to be made. A preliminary and interesting investigation of this problem was carried

on by Lieutenant Ralph E. Kirsch, (MG)USN (4), who studied the physiological changes

of aviators during actual combat flying over eneuy-held territory. Changes were

found in pulse rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, axillary perspiration, and

palm and skin temperatures just preceding and during the flight over the enemy tar-

gets. This investigation indicates the value and feasibility of making studies of

the military pilot performing in his normal work environment.
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IV. PROCEW$REb OF THE INV~bTIGATION

The task of studying the pilot in his natural flight environment is not easily

) accomplished by non-flying personnel. To establish good rapport prior to the se-

curing of data, it was necessary to meet with each flight crew &nd to explain the

purpose and method of the investigation. When the pilots and crev fully understood

the reasons behind the investigation, cooperation and assistance were immediately

secured. It was evident that the men who fly the aircraft were acutely aware of

the need for a study to improve the work place of the pilot.

During the study, the investigators flew two non-stop cross-country flights

from Washington, D.C., to Oakland, California, several training flights at Moffett

Pield, California, and flights into Alaska and the Caribbean area. Observations

made during these flights afforded the investigators a general knodledge of flight

procedures which are essential in analyzing and interpreting such data. The fact

that the investigation was restricted to regularly scheduled flights imposed cer-

tain limitations on the use of recording equipment. It had the advantage, however,

of insuring "charaeteristic" conditions of flight which might have been subject to

unintentional modification in purely experimental flights simulating routine opera-

tion.

Photographs of the pilot' s performance were secured by using a Cine Kodak

Special, 16mm. camera, with Super X and Super XX panchromatic film, operated at a

speed of 8, 16, or 24 frames per second. This camera is spring driven and runs

continotwly for only 1 1/2 minutes (50 feet) at each winding, when the 16 frames per

second speed is used. It is equipped witP a 100 ft. magazine thus allowing for

photographing only two short sequences of operations before reloading. A wide

angle lens was tsed and photographs were taken at a point approximately 4 to 6

feet to the rear of the cockpit, with and without the use of a tripod. The use of
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the tripod and fixed camera ws dispensed vAth early in the study as it proved im-

practicable for the quick changes in camera position needed to obtain photographs

of the pilot's actions.

Since the photographic equipment dix not enable the observer to record contin-

uously the operations of the pilot for more than 1 1/2 minutes, it was necessary

to supplement cinematographic recordings with observational notes. To accomplish

this, the observer used the wire recorder to provide a permanent record of his

commentary on the work performed by the pilot and co-pilot during longer periods

of flight.

Voice recorclngs were secured by a General Electric airborne wire recorder,

operating at the standard aircraft voltage of 24-28 volts D.C. This ayparatus was

equipped with special lip microphones and standard voice microphones. The input

to the wire recorder came from the intercommunication junction box of the plane,

and a second input from a regulation carbon mike which could be keyed into the

circuit by the investigator. Headphones connected to the output circuit of the

recorder enabled the investigator to hear and select information being recorded.

The airplane most frequently flown was the Navy R5D, a transport airplane.

This plane is a four-engined, low-winged monoplane, with a tricycle landing gear.

Accommodations are provided for a crew of six: pilot, co-pilot, radio operator,

navigator and two relief crew members. The plane is designed to carry either cargo

or troops. During the period of investigation, most of the flights were made vith

only a pilot and co-pilot, but some runs were Pu~mented b. a radio operator and a

third relief pilot.

Moving pictures and/or voice recordings were taken of the following flight

phases: 1) visual inspection of the airplane exterior, 2) cockpit check-off prior

to motor starting, 5) motor starting, 4) check-off prior to take-off, 5) take-off

and climb, 6) cruise, 7) let-down and landing, and 8) taxiing to line. In addition,
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moving pictures were taken of the pilot operating each control separately, starting

from the basic flight position (hands on the control column). The latter series

of films were taken with the plane on the ground, and with special lighting equip-

ment installed in the cockpit.

A cursory examination of the motion pictures indicated that certain sequences

must be subjected to a frame by frame analysis to provide complete information

about the use of controls and the time required for their operation. For such an

analysis a projection must meet the following requirementas

1. Enlarge image sufficiently to facilitate reading and visual scanning.

(approximate size 12t' x 12').

2. Provide for reversible operation.

S. Provide for continuous projection of a single frame without burning.

4. Contain a method for counting frames or timing. By counting frmes the

time element is standardized provided the camera has been run at a con-

istoat speed2 (1000 frames/min.).

5, Provide a cross grid over the projection screea to facilitate the mpasur-

ing of distances of various movements.

S. Provide for variable speeds of projection.

7. Provide for centering and focusing the image.

These requirements were met by a -odified Moviola projection apparatus.* The

modification, which is easily made, cosisted of mounting a microswitch to the

machine so that an electrical impulse could be obtained for each frame that moved

through the projector. By co.eeia two aonter i appro.At.e ..

batteries into the circuit a rumning total of the frames viewed could be made at

any point in the sequence. If it became necessary to reverse the film, the first

counter was shut off and a second ounter started. This second counter reoorded

V .nactured by the Moviola Ompan of Hollyw od, Califor ia.
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the number of frames that the film ran in the reverse direction, thus making it

possible to return to the original stop.Ang point and restart the first counter.

Sach a procadure insures a high degree of accuracy in determining the perform-

arec ZiLIes of pilot and co-pilot since interpretation and measurements way be re-

peatedly checked by the same or by a second observer.

1:
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. hork Areas

Wihen the casual observer steps into the cockpit of u Plae such as the RMD,

) he is confronted with a maze of instruments and controls. From this appartant con-

fusion of gadgets the pilot is required to select and use various cmbini-tions of

these instruments and contrvls during any specific flight phase. Further difficulty

is introduced by the fact that there r'e several models of this plane: iI51-l, -2,

-3, and -4, which have slight variations in the ooakjit design and arr-agement.

For the purpose of studying the location and use of the instruments and con-

trols the cockpit was divided into seven general work areas, (figs. 1-7). The

delineation of these areas was based upon the R5D-2 cockpit and with minor chan es

may apply to other types of airplanes as well.

AREA 1.- Control column, rudder and brake pedals:

The general work area 1 (fig. 1) was selected as the basic flight osition in

walch the pilot is seated with hands oa a control column or y.,ke directly in front

of aim and his feet on the rudder cuntrls. toat of his muve!.ent patt.rng origin-

ate from this position.

The control colmn consists of a three-quarter wheel opean at the top to prov .de

clear vision of the main instrument panel Jirectly in front. Ths colma iB moved

fore and aft for operation of the aain elevator surfaces, and the wheel is turned

clockwise or counter-clookrise to operate the ai.Lerns. The other controls moLnt-

,..1 a.n S *. a 1 a.
4 .I 4~ -- -e- U., A4 ~ f, . .

switch is used to operate a small cockPit spot~light)p and two fluorescent spot

lights which c=r . focused on the instrument ipan.A, The i udder ccatr ls with

standard tos-br'._ke -,t .chm-ntn t l.re ted ,irectly in front of the normal Eeating

positins of the pilot =-d co-pJUot. The rudder surfa..ces are operuTed by xtensicn

20



PILOTS' "'rOPX ARA

Fig.* I (Afrea 1) V g 2 (itre a 2)

Basic Y'lig1it Positj-ion Control Pedestal (upper half,

Fig. ~5 (Aeea 3) Fig. 4 (Area 4)

Control. Pedista. (lower half) Main Instrument Panel



WORK AREAS (cont'i.)

Fig. 5 (Area 5) Fie, 6 (Area 6)
fain Instrument Panel. (upper portion) Upper Instrwraent and Switch Itanels

Eergency Controls

Fig. (Ara 7)Fig. 8
Sie Conro (ae T ypical. Pilot and Co-Pilots' Aotions

SideContol Pnelin Areas 2, 3, and 6.
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and flexion of the lees, and the brake controls by like action of the feet with the

heels resting on the rudder bar.

AREA 2.- Control pedestal (upper half):

The control pedestal is centered on the deck between pilot and co-pilot. Area

2 is composed of the upper half of the control pedestal down to and including the

servo control for the automatic pilot (fig. 2). It contains approximately 28 lever

type controls moving in the fore and aft plane, 16 knob type controls moving clock-

wise and comnter-clockwise, 6 toggle switches, 4 cranks, and 1 wheel. The controls

in this hrea are located to the side and forward, and at approximately waist level

height from the sitting position. They are reached by a basic pattern of movement

in which the arm is partially or fully extended forward to the side and slightly

downward. Some operations require, in addition, a forward and lateral flexion and

rotation of the trunk.

LE_ .- Control pedestal (lower half):

This area comprises the lower half of the control pedestal (fig. 3). The con-

trols are mostly lever type or toggle switch type moving u or down. There are

approximately 17 levers. 3 switchaes and I wheel. These controls require full arm

extension downwards at the side with trunk bending to the right.*

ARA .- gain st-rment panal:

This area (fig. 4) includes that portion of the main instrument panel directly

in front of the pilot. The disatributlon of instruments is such that the basic

flight indicators are duplicated - one set directly in front of each pilot - with

the manifold pressure, .. , fuel pressure, oil pressure, flap indicator and gear

position indicators centrally mounted on the panel in back of the control pedestal.

Moat of these are indicators which require a visual check but some require an oc-

49otatim Orightm and "left2 refer to pilot; co-pilot movements wil be in the oppo-
site directio. 13



casional manual adjustment.

There are 12 knob type controls operated ciockwise and counter-cockwise and 3

wheel type controls operated in the horizontal piLane. To operate the controla re-

quires a full fonard extension of the arm and a partial flexion of the trunk. To

reach controls in this area may require cunsiderable deflection of movement around

the control column or pedestal.

AhL J5.- Main instrument panel (upper portion):

Area 5 (fig. 5) is located directly above the main instrument panel and ex-

tends horizontally along its eutire length. It contains the 002 fire extinguisher

system with warning lights and control handles, and emergency air brake controls at

each end of thq panel. In the center of the panel in the rudder trim indicator,

directly above which is the rudder trim control wheel.

This area has 8 two-finger hook type b.,rs and 2 circular knobs, all operated

by straight push ox pull action, and a rudder trim control wheel wich is operated

by right or -Left turning motion in the horizonta- 1ciie. All operations require

a full extension of the arm forward at shoulder level with partial flexion of tre

trunk.

AREA 6.- Pilot' upper instrument and switch panels:

This area is located in the forward center section of the overhead (fig. 6).

It contains the electrical switches and indicating instruments and Zhe balance of

the engine-operating instruments. Operation of these controls require3 a trunk

flexion and a forward and upward arm extension. There are 18 rotary knobs and two

cranks moving clockwise or count or-clockwise, 48 toggle switches noving up and iown,

4 push button type of controls, and 1 knob type control sliding right and :.eft in

the horizontal plane. (This last control is peculiar to tha R5D-1 model.) The 4

feathering switches are operated by straight dush motion.

14
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AYA 7.-Side coatroj. patielt.

Area 7 is 131ocated to the 1loft, of the Pilot 1 cha04r IFS 71) . nthis Aea

there are about 10 tugge o-atches and 1 lever moved ip or dc~n- and 1 wheel and 4

:mobs ratatecI clockwive or counter-cockwise, Most Gf thbees firtrol t xe %rithian

the normal reach of the '"eft. hiad -Mho an. oPilot i8 i th~a banjo 2Aig4htX P! .tio 4 .

Hlowever, the right h&-- ic. oecaoanalii crosoad over to operate the, thuq

ing trunik flexion ar4 rotations Plus ~ii of the- ;i2Aht arz

A tnp±Oe1 Poe:-inee of pilot and ce--pilot JL ghn in riure 8. MFitOZ iie

working in areas 2 and 5 and 1~~ ~ -a6"i F'igiwe Sa _R a f!3.- atlp ziho-

jug the Copt Perf~ormance of pilot in opnrating the rl- v trimn tab contral6

B. F', tc2 Reads's ren

It has long be re-o~izr- -o__ckei; do

OPeration; tho materie-ia or contro-la that are to 'De ulaed -n __y nh"d

pla-ced It an _47ea wT.- __i -o- reahi F~-r 9,~ achematic draqi ing 'by

Kosma (5), shm a co e aint la"uL fo.- 7;5;Z ar - whih been adplUied to iL-

duatrial operatlons. qhe di at-7ram0ugests t' t a "~~~l~e~~e~~ ~wZ~ aa

is the most efficl.ontz At exee~ent exm~j7le of the4 applic&t L.c f hnprni

Bay be as-. in the 4sJ~ i~f orgar. keybox-a r-nd contrc~zgs winere it is nece~sary to

obtain maT11rfln eo~ja: o both arms1 an both legai

Although auch wxl~ing areas havie baoi' raetd2.Iy pop3ofie az Jarma.lq

industrial. an lya7ts; 41,he dimenaions of -the a~reas ax- n~e ahown * Miore ie&ri

however, King_ at ale (6) made maxixwai re.ach measu~re ents in the ibrnt~ory ona

group of Navy p±.L&oi aeated 1, a -. arrenp ihA- - pl oi. Bea-' __ holo

strapa and lap belt lockA Ths basc meaar~ents co;;zigte14 of' the horlisonta3 diz

tance from the to er-- _ to referenc, 1ins rumiin.-~ -VeriAlall-y thraugh +the Md

point of the interoovion betw1esn tho u~pper 1iel tnf -Piat e-uchi -.T4 4r-dtha lower
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visual an~gle

Lafthandarea Righ bmdare

Norzial Bea ~ o r-a -1

F In - Circul *, work-place areas

cushions of the back pad. reach dista.nces ware recorded for 99 points at

various ha-igh4ts n age ax the~ pilot. Data are preseated showing reach dia-

taznces whigh are rzy-~imumi for 50% and for 95% o~ the pop).',-'ion studied.

Thiese basic mea~e~w-ilents have 'Neen aplied to the R5D cockpit arrungement:

but in doing so consideration had to be given to the adjustment of the vilot'sa eat.

It -,rr, ficm4 that. in the R5D airplane the se~t may be raised or lowered 5 inches and

moved f'ornnard or backward 06 inches to accommodate Ailots of various heilthts. For

purposes of comparison it was aesumed that the mid-point position of the seat is

used by the majority of pilots; thus rmeasurements in the cockpit were taken with

the seat in this position. Therefore the maxd..mu correction for extreme positions

wiU. be approximately t 3 inches.

It was not considered practical for the present study to measure the distance

17



of each control from the reference line established by King. Instead, measurements

were taken to the mid-point of each area, and were compared with corrcsponding

measurements developed from his data. Table 1 shows the actual distances to the

area mid-points in the RMD, and the corresoonding distances which are maximum for

50% and for 95% of King's group.

It can be noticed thut only area 7 falls within the maximum reach distances.

Areas 2 and 3 are slightly beyond, and areas 4, 5, and 6 are vell beyond the maxi-

mum distance reached by even 5% of the group. Furthermore not all controls can be

operated at these maximum finger--tip distances, since many require various types of

hand grasp.

Table 1.- Mzhximum reach data
Distance Maximum Iiaxim -
required to reach* for reach for
reach area 50% of 95% of

Area -mid-point population population

2 36 inches 32.0 inches 27.5 inches
3 27 ' 25.0 " 20.0 "
4 41 " 30.0 H 25.7 "
5 38 W 31.3 0 27.0 "
6 26 " 17.0 " 11.0 "
7 23 " 30.5 " 27.0 "

*[Wlaxmumn reach distances are measured to finger-tips

Such undesirable discrepancies between maximuz rez-ch and required reacn are

strongly confirmed by observations during flight when the ilot is seen to make ex-

tensive body movements. He is often required to btnd forwvard or to the side in or-

der to reach and manipulatc the controls. In the foilowin,. section, the ncessity

for such body movements will oe further denonstrated by an ana&.ysis of photo-ra hic

records.
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C. Basic Pilot Movements

"Motion study consists of dividing work into the most fundamental elements

dossible - studying these elements sep-.rctely and in relation to one another; and

from these studied elements when timed, building methods of least waste." This

definition was formulated by the Gilbreths (7) who modified the original work of

Taylor (8) and later standardized the fundamental movements into what they called

Otherbligs".

Various motion and time study engineers have used 17 to 24 therbligs to class-

ify the basic types of movements. These specialists believe that within certain

limits the times required to perform a specific basic movement are constait and

that the correct motion and the right time to perform any complex operation may be

determined by the sum of the times required for the basin movements.

Application of such methods to industry has increased output without impo;ing

additional stress or effort. Expecially is this true where the task is of a highly

repetitive nature and whvre variations from a routine sequence of operations suldom

occur*

It would appeur that when a task becomes morc vt~rible and moze highly skilled,

aW where judgments and interuretctions are recuired, a complete job analysis

embodies more than a summation of a grou: of basic movements. During flight, the

reactions of the pilot to the total situation must be considered. The assumtion

that the job of piloting can be synthesized from a summation of such simjle b&Lic

movement elements as therbligs is contradictory to the results of many expeiments

on the acquisition of motor skills.

As the first step in analyzing the pilot' s performance in the cockpit5 the

motion pictures taken of the operation of each control were examined and the move-

ments involved were described in detail. The information obtained is presented in



table 2. Column 1 of this taule _ists the name of the control. Column 2 gives the

work area in which the control is located. Column 3 indicates the type of stimulus

which acts as a cue in eliciting the pilot's operation of the control. Four types

of cues have been considered:

1. Visual.- This may involve suchl things as indication on flight instruments

(e.g. air speed and turn and bank indicators, altimeter, compass) or cues

Bupplied by the external environment.

2. Auditory.- The sound of the motors may act as cues for operating certain

controls; other contlols are operated upon verbal comaand.

3. Kinesthetic and tactile.- The Ofeel" of the controls or the bodily orien-

tation often -rovide the cue.

4. Temporal.- Operations may be performed at pre-determined times in a

sequence, in which case each operation provides the cue for thie next one.

it must be emphasized that the pilot's performance is not a sim :le matter of

responding to a single stimulus, but rather a matter of interpretinE the various

combinations of cues which he recaives, relatinE them specifically to flight exer-

ience, and integrating them into a successful response or series of responses. The

pilot is continually recquired to make judgments and decisions during the flight

operations.

Column + indicates the classification of the motions of the upper extremities

and trunk involved in the op.ration of each control, accoiding to a commonly used

system (9). It is often assumed in time and motion study that the fewer the number

of movements, the less amount of energy expended; and the smaller the area of the

body that is at .ork, the less the !*atiLue that -:iLL be expd!rienced. As pointed out

by Moore (10), this assumption is not true in all cases. The exception r sult~s

when small muscle groups are performing at a low degree of efficiency du3 to supra-

optimal loading, or to excessive rates of contraction. It was not the )urjoze cf
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this study to make a quantitative estimate of the tiork involvcd, but rather to pre-

aent an analysis of ths pilot's movements. For this purpose the following six

classifications were used:

1. Finger motion alone

2. Finger and wrist motion.
3. Finger, wrist and forearm motion.
4. Finger, wrist, forearm a-nd upper arm motion.

5. Finger, wrist, forearm, upper arm and shoulder motion.

6. Finger, wrist, forearm, upper arm, shoulder and trunk motion.

The sixth classification is not commonly used in describing the movements of

the arm, but was frequent4y observed in this fitudy.

Columns 5 and 6 list the distance to each control from the basic flight posi-

tion (hands on yoke) for pilot and co-pilot, and the hand used in its operation.

Where a oontrol is usually operated by one of the pilots, the respective space for

the othor pilot will be left blank. Column 7 describes the sequence of movements

required to operate each control starting froLl the basic flight position.

A sumation of these data is presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Sumary, by area, of motivating stimuli, movement distances and hand used

Area

2 3 . 5 6 7 Total

o. of controls in area 14 10 9 4 19 4 60

No. of controls which may be
operated in response to:

Viual stimuli 14 9 9 4 14 3 53

Auditory stimuli 5 2 1 0 3 1 12

Kinesthetic simuii 0
Temporal sequence 24 10 9 2 19 4 58

Average distance of movement for:

Pilot 19,• 6 30.4 21.7 16.8 34.9 21.5

Co-pilot 20.6 31.5 20.0 17.5 33.3 25.0

Hand u .ed . Pilot 13 R 9 R 7 R 3 R 15 R 4,7 R
1 1L -L 5L

!. Co-Pilot 5 R 2 R I R 3R | R
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Tabler 2 &,id 3 reveal the folloring informt., ion:

Nearly every oeration is elicitcd Iy visuai and/or temporal cues. Auditory

and kinesthetic cues are rejied uior Iess frec.-ntly, but still to a ,-ignificrunt

) degree. Cues for the operttion of a s.InE ic contrcl ma, be received through awy one

of the sensory receptors or the norvx, oi by any combination of these sensory (or

cortical) imnulses. Furthermore, any single receptor is receiving rapid intermittent

bursts o-' stimuii from various instruments or from the environment. Thus the pilot

is presented with a highly com. lex problem of selecting cues requiring responses in

the order of their immediate im:portarce.

The overloading of the visual receptors has already been recognized, as evi-

denced by a previous study (11) in which an attempt was made to develop a system

for instrument flying, where more u.e w-s made of auuitory cues. The frequency of

use of temporal cues indicL.es the neea for cockpit standardizatlon., trainir4:.,and

sizmlified ,)rocedures of oreratiun. Future develo.mcnt of instruments should be

directed to7.ards L.ssisting the pilot to integrate his information without addint to

the number of cues he must res ,cnd to. This might be accomplished by combining

into a single instrument cues which are at present furnished by several.

The distance that the pilot or co-pilot must move his hund from the yoke to

reach the controls may vary from 12 inches to 41 inches. Furthermore 57% of the

controls require some trunk movement to operate. Some pilots may not choose to

operate the more distant controls but may delegate such duties to the co-pilot.

This was observed to be a matter of individual preference.

Of the 52 controls which are operated by the pilot, 47, or 90%, require the

use of the right hand. For the co-pilot 76% of the 46 controIA which he operates

require the use of the left hand. This uneven loadin- is more serious for the

co-pilot since in most cases the left is the non-preferred hand. For ease of oper-

ation the totaJ load should be distriouted as evenry as possible to the various
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body members (12). It is evident that the arrangement of controls in the 1,15D doe5

rcri provide for an even distribution of load.
The forces required to overcome the resistance in the initial operation of the

controls are important considerations (13). The variabi-ity of such forces is also

related to the sequence in which the controls are operated. Where two controls

operated in succession differ greutly in the forces required, there may be consider-

able overshooting or undershooting of the second adjustment. In this study no data

were obtained regarding the forces recquired to operate the controls. However, the

importance of this factor should not be overlooked, and such information should be

obtained in future investigations.

D. Flight Phases

In the previous sections the oderations of the various controls were described,

It is now desirable to consider how these operations are integrated by the pilot

and co-pilot during the many standard flight phases. The basic data were taken

from the series of motion pictures of the pilot and co-p ilot as they performed

their duties during the normal flight. Since it was necessary to establish time

values, only the films taken at 16 fr.mes per second (960 per minute) were used.

For the purpose of analysis, it was assumed that each frame represented .001

minutes, thus introducing a slight constant underestimation of time of about 4%.

Cockpi t check-off

Upon entering the cockpit of the R5D, the pilot checks the settings of many

of the controls prior to starting the engines. Table 4 lists the controls in the

sequence in which they are checked off according to standard NATS procedure, and

the work area in which eaft control is located. In practice it was found that some

pilots actually make a ,hysical hand check of all of the listed controls while others

do most of it by visual inspection. The normal procedure requires the co-dilot to



Table 4.- Cockpit checek-off prior to starting engines

Prescribed NATS Seguece

1.l Battery Switch 6 16. Em. Air Pressure 0*
2. instrument 6 17. Fuel Gauges 0
3. Ving Tanks 2 18. Oil Gauges 0
4= Carburetor air 3 19. Gyros & Atimeter 4
5- Cross feeds 2 20. Pitot Static Valve 7
6. Brakes, Parking 3 21. Generators 6
7. Prope'ers 2 22. Yue- Boosters 6
8. Auto pilot 2 23. De-Icers 6
9. MLiXbures 3 24. Ignition 6

10. Gear Handles 3 25. Nav. Lights 2
ll. Ting flaps 3 26. Land Lights 6
12. Blowers 3 27. Radio check 2,6,7
13. Cowl Flaps 3 28. Inter Phone Check 7
14. Hydraulic By-pass 3 29. Plane Doors 6
15. Emergency Gear extension 2 30. Inter Phone Check List 7

* 0 indicates that the instrument is outside of the pilot's work area and in usual-
ly checked by co-pilot.

read off the list, while the pilot makes the 4ctual manual or visual checks. Si--

)ilar check-off procedures are rcquired during other phases of flight, such as prior

to take-off and landing. It was observed during the investigation that these check-

off proceduren are not always followed, and that even when followed, they are often

varied according to the individual pilot's preference.

Table 5 is a process chart based upon cinematographs of the cockpit chock-

off prior to starting engines. It is drawn according to a time scale and shown the

operations in the order performed, the hand used, the work area in uhich the con-

trol is located, and the time required for the operation. A comparison of tables 4

=,dA A w +.IAA. +JiA n r.ationR R actually performed vary somewhat from the stand-

ard NATS procedure. The timcs noted for the checkinC operations during this par-

ticular phase may be expected to vary considerably, depending upon the condition in

which the oontrols are left after securing, servicing or maintenance work.

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram picturin , the paths of movement required by

the present check-off procedure as prescribed by BATS. The path of movement ori-
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ginates in area 1 when the pilot raises his hand to operate the btttcry switch in

area 6. The arrows show the pilot's pLth of movement between the various work areas.

It is apparent that there is considerable and needless movement back and forth bet-

ween areas. Figure 11 shows a simplified path if movement which might be develop-

ed by rearranging the order of check-off operations. In this simplified sheime,

controls in any one area are completely checked before moving to the nsxt area,

thus providing for a more smoothly flowing path of movement. Furthermore, the or-

der of checking controls within ea.ch area might be standaruized to reduce the like-

lihood of missions during the check-off. This presupposes the necespity of main-

taining the arrangement of controls as they already exist in the dockpit. In the

final analysis, simplifyiLg of operations must be accomplished by modification

either of existing sequences of operations or of existing location of controls.

Before recommendations are made for changing the location of controls, fur-

ther studies of the motion pathways occurring during more critical phases of flight

should be undertaken. If operation sequences are found to be standard, aircraft

designers may upe such information for placement of controls to provide for smooth

motion pathways.

Table 6 is a process chart of the operations of pilot and co-pilot during the

starting of the inboard engine #3 on the co-pilot's side. These operations are re-

peated for the starting of engine #4, and there is practically no deviation from

this pattern. Time factors will vary somewhat depending on the ease with which the

In well integrated teams, the pilot will change duties vith the co-pij.ot in

starting engines #2 and #1. The change allows the pilot to have more freedom in

observing the engines on his side for fire hazard and personnel clearance. If he
r

continued to handle throttle and mixture controls, and the co-pilot the starting
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TABLE 6. PROCESS CLART 32
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switches, neither one could readil:, observe the actual starting of engines #1 and

#2.

Take-Off

Tables 7 and 8 are process clhrts of the pilot's and co-pilot's operations

during two normal daytime take-offs. Examination of Table 7 shows that there ap-

pears to be a well distributed work load between pilot and co-d)ilot. The pilot

has delegated most of the operation of engine controls to the co-pilot, leaving

himself free to control the attitude of the plane. The pilot makes 5 adjustments

and the co-pilot 13, and there appears to be sufficient time for both pilots to

make their required actions. In contrast, Table 8 indicates that the pilot did not

delegate the duties so well. For this take-off the pilot made 25 control adjust-

ments to 19 for the co-pilot.

This variation in distribution of work between pilot and co-pilot indicates

that further attempts should be made to standardize take-off procedures. The var-

- iation in the total number of movements for each team may or may not be significant

since the detailed pattern of movement of a pilot may vary considerably with moder-

ate differences in environmental conditions. The over-all similarity of the se-

quence of operations during the two-take-offs gives promise for statistical analy-

ses when sufficient data are c.vaiiableo

Landing

The work does not appear to be evenly distributed between pilot and co-pilot

during normal straigpht approach landings (Taoles 9 and 10). The pilot is continu-

ously operating throttle, trim tabs and control column. The co-pilot is occupied

mainly with adjustments of flap controls, landing gear, and sometimes throttle and

propeller, but he appears to be idle for a considerable portion of the time. How-

ever, the landing operation is such that it is necessary for one person to integrate
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TABI.E 8. M~OCESS CHART 3.5
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TABLE 8. PROMES CHARTi (cont'd.)
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TABLAE 9. PfRJCMS CAW 36
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TABLE 9. PROCESS CHART (cont'd.)
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TABLE 1.0. PROCESS CAPT" 37
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TABLE 10. PROCESS CHART (cont'd.)
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the various sensorj cues with the adjustment of contruls. This may require quick

decision and response on the part of the pilot and there would not be time to dele-

gate these performances to co-pilot.

In both landings charted there appears to be sufficient time for all operations

to be easily performed.

Tax to line folo glan

A process chart of the operations of pilot and co-pilot during the taxi to

line following landing is presented in Table 11. The pilot steers the plane during

most of this period vhile the co-pilot is concerned with shutting off the motors

and making minor control adjustments prior to reading the check-off list.

E. Frequency of use of controls

From the investigator's notes made on the voice recorder, the frec.uency of nse

of the various controls was compiled. The voice recorder permitted analysis of se-

quences of longer duration than could be photographed. Tables 12, 13, and 14 sum-

marize these dta for take-off, cruise, and landing respectively, and show the work

area in which euch control is located, the frequency of its use by pilot and by co-

pilot, and the frequency expressed as percent of total operations. For a cosider-

able lengtf, of time during take-off and landing the pilot is operating, in addition

to the controls listed, the control column and rudder; this will be a highly per-

tient factor in formulating rideal distribution of work loads between pilot Lnd

co-pilot.

The frequency of operation of each control is totalled for four take-offs in

Table 12. An average of 9.8 operations were performed by the pilot during each

take-off. Lost of these were concerned with elevator trim and throttle adjustmonts

and occurred in work area 2. The co-pilot averged 10.3 operations for each tke-

off. These consisted mainly of R.P.M. and throttle adjustments in area 2, and wing
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TUale 12. - Frequency of Use of Controls during Take-off*

FREQUENCY OF USE % OF TOTAL OPERATIONS
AM _CMROL Pilot Co-Pilot Pilot Co-Pilot

2 M.P. 4 10 10.3% 24.4%
R.P.M. 2 13 5.1 31.7
Cross feed 1 0 2.6 -
Auto pilot 2 0 5.1
Elevator trim Ui 0 282 -

TOTAL 51.3% 56.1%

3 Mixtuv econtrol 1 0 2.6 -
Wheels 2 5 5.1 12.2
Wing flaps 1 5 2.6 12.2
Cowl flaps 0 1 - 2.4
Aileron trim 1 0 2.6 -
By-pass valve 1 1 2.6 2.4

TOTAL 15.'5% 29.2%

4 Gyro pilot compass 3 0 7.7 -
U elevator 1 0 2.6 -
U U aileron 1 0 2.6 -

Gyro compss 2 0 1 -
TOTAL 18.0% 0.0%

5 Ru~dder trima 1 0 TOTAL 2.6% 0.0%

6 Generators 0 1 - 2.4
Fuel booster pump 0 4 - 9.8
Landing lights 1 0 2.6 -
Green radio 0 1 _ 2

TOTAL 2.96% .6

7 Nose wheel 3 0 7.7 -
Inter-com. switch box 1 0 2 _

TOTAL 10.3% 0.0%

Total operations 39 41 100.3% 99.9%

Average operations per take-off 9.8 10.3

*Fequeneio ar tota1 for four normal daytime take-offs.
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Table 13. - Frequency of use of contr.-ls by pilot and co-pilot during cruise*

FREQUE&CY OF USE % OF TOTAL OPERATIONS
AREA CONTROL Pilot Co-Pilot Pilot ko-Pilot

2 M.P. 4 0 3.3% - %
M.P. friction lock 1 0 0.8 -
R.P.M. 7 0 5.8 -
Fuel selector valve 3 0 2.5 -
Cross feed 3 0 2.5 -
Radio compass (red) 1 0 0.8 -
Command receiver 21 3 17.4 25.0
Auto pilot 1 0 0.8 -
Elevator trim 1 0 0.8

TOTAL 34.7% 25.-O%

3 Mixture control 1 0 0.8
Cowl flaps 1 0 0.8
Supercharger 2 0 i_7 -

TOTAL 3.3% 0.0%

4 Auto pilot compass 22 0 18.2 -
a elevator 17 0 14.1 -
" aileron 3 0 2.5 -

Gyro compass 1 0 0.8 -
Altimeter 1 0 0.8 -
Clock 1 0 0.8 -
Scans panel 7 0 5

TOTAL 43.0% 0.0%

5 None used - -

6 Generators 0 1 - 8.3
Landing lights 1 0 0.8 -
Radio compass (green) 8 4 6.6 33.3
Booster control pump 2 1

TOTAL 9.1% 49.9%

7 Inter-com. switch box 2 2 1.7 16.7
Oxygen mask 4 0 3.3 -
Microphone 3 1 2.5 8.3
Earphones 3 0 __L -

TOTAL 10.0% 25.0%

Total operations 121 12 100.,1% 99.9%

Average operations per 15 min.
interval 20.2 2.0

*Frequencies are totals for six 15 minute intervals of a cruise on auto pilot.
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Table 14. - Frequency of use of controls during landing*

FRMUCY OF USE % OF TOTAL OPERATIONS
CONTROL Pilot CO-Pilot Pilot Co-Pilqt

2M*P. 12 1 34.3% 6.3%R.P.M. 2 1 5.7 6.3

Cross feed 1 0 2-.9 -
Command receiver 1 1 2.9 6.3
Elevator trim 7 0 20,10

65 ,.9%

3 Wheels 0 4 25.0
Cowl flapa 1 0 o ,
Wing flaps 2 7 5,7 43;8
By-pass valve 1 0

Sn TAL 11.5%

4 None used - -

5 Rudder trim 3 0 .
TOTAL 2.9% 010%

6 Generators 0 1 - -
Warning bell 1 0 2.9 -

Landing lights 3 0 8.6 -

TOTAL 11.5% 6.3%

7 Inter-com. switch box 3 1 8.6 6.L
TOTAL 8.6% 6.3%

Total operations 35 16 100-3% 100.3%

Average operations per landing 11.7 5.3

*Frequencies are totals for three landings.
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and cowl flaps in area 3. Of the pilot's total operations during ta off, the

majority (51.3%) occurred in area 2; similarly., for the co-pilot 56.1% occurre in

area 2.

Six 15-minute intervals during cruise were analyzed and tue data are totalled

in Table 13. The pilot is occupied primarily with adjustaenta of the auto pilot in

area 4 and comand radio receiver in area 2. Of his total operations 43.0% occur

in area 4 and 34.7% in area 2. The co-pilot operates mainly the radio compass con-

trol in area 6 and command radio receiver in area 2; of his total operations 49.9%

occur in area 6. The pilot's operations averaged 20.2 as co=pared with only 2.0

for the co-pilot.

It would appear that under certain cruise conditions the entire work load

could be dalegated to one of the pilots in order to allow for a period of rest for

the other.

Table 14 gives totals based on three landings. Of pilot's operations 65.8%

were in area 2 and consisted mostly of throttle and elevator trim adjustments. For

the co-pilot, 68.8% of the toial operations occurred in area 3, and involvcd most-

ly wing flap and landing gear adjustaents. The pilot'e operations average 11.7 as

compared with 5.3 for the co-pilot.
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VI . OOLIEWS

The reults of the present investigation indicate that some of the time and mo-

tion ?rinciples used in industry can be applied to the analysis of the pilot's task.

Motion pictures and voice recordin ,s, with t.he irocess charts and frequency-of-use

tables derived from them, are convenient ways of obtaining and summarizing objective

data concerning this job. Ever this preliminary study, designed primarily for eval-

uation of methods, has produced evidence which indicates that the cockpit design of

a current Navy transport plane does not allow for efficient performances. It was

found that a hLrge proportion of the controls are beyond the maximum reach of the

pilot and that these controls are not grouped so as to permit the smoothest possible

movement pathways. There appear to be abnormally high work loads assigned to the

pilot's right .wnd and the co-pilotts left band, and in certain phases of the

flight. work loads are unevenly distributed between the pilot and the co-pilot.

In view of the present findings it is believed that a further application of

the procedure would contribute significantly to the design and construction of a

better work-place for the pilot. Comparable studies on a large population of pilots

operating v~rious types of planes appear to be warranted. DatL should be secured

=uder well defined and standardized phases of flight as well as under simulated

emergency conditions. The information obtained could then be subjected to statis-

tical analysis to show variability between pilots, flight dhases, and planes, and

also to provide a basis for determination of common pathways of movement. Such in-

formation might provide a sound ba-sis for testing the effoctIveness of design in ex-

perimental mock-up cockpits prior to actual construction of the plane.

Certain improvements might be made in the LhotoLr&hic equioment and technics

employed in future investigations (appendix 1). For example, a fixed camera 8hould

be used and be located to the rear, above and between pilot and co-pilo + to allow
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for an angular shot which would include the performances of both pilots. This

might be imnlemented by a wide-angle 1l-ns of approxiately 60. The cmera should

be dri7en at a constant speed of 1000 frames per minute. At this speed, a maga-

zine holding 500 feet of 16 mm. film wovld allow for approximbtely twenty minutes

of continuous recorcing. Improved .ighting of the cockpit is needed if clear

photographs are to be obtained under al conditions of flying. The possibility of

using infra-red light for night photography should be investigated.

The present investiLation has considered mainly the complexity of operation of

controls. Major problems may exist in the complexity of the stimuli and tihe inte-

gration of these stimuli in the total performance. Motion pictures of the pilot's

operations should be synchronized with those of eye movements, to provide further

information regarding the pilot's use of visual cues. Such studies of pilot's eye

movements would be a valuable adjunct to the type of data considered in this report

for imroving training methods, routine operation technics and cockpit design.

RALPH C. CHAhTELL

Bio-Vechanics Division
Psychological Corporation
New York, New York
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APP&UDIX I

Suggested Outline for Further Study of Pilots' Periormances

I. Establish procedure for obtaining pnotographlc records and sound recordir 3s dur-
ing the basic phases of flight

A. Pre-flight situation
1. Uircraft inspection
2. Cockpit check-off
5. Taxiing procedure
4. Check-off prior to take-off

B. Flight ccnditions
1. Actual take-off
2, Climb to cruising altitude
3. Transition from climb to cruise
4. Cruise
5. Transition from cruise to let-dow0m
6. Circuit procedure

a. Entering traffic circle
b,, Pre-landing check-off
c, Approach
d. Landing

Q C. Post-flight aitua'.ion

1. Taxiing to line
2. Post-flight cockpit check-off
3. Reports and records

D. Instrument flight conditions (Actual)
1. Instrument take-off and climb
2. Beam bracketing or on-course flying
3. Orientation
4. Let-down
5. 0. C. A. landing
6. Instrument Landing Systez
7. Flying by radar

E, Military situations
1. Combat tactics
2. Carrier landings
3. Bombing runs
4. Rendezvous and formation flying, day and night

Ii. Specifications for experimental conditions

A. Aircraft
1 Assigment of the more recent types of aircraft f,:- exclusive use in the

problem involved
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B. Perscnnel requirements
1. Experienced pilots and co-pilots with instrument ratings
2. Photographer, acquainted with time-motion study technics
5. Radio technician, experienced, in all phases of radio communication., radar, etc.
4. Aviation psychologist with flight experience and trained in experimental

and/or industrial psychology - preferably beth
5. Flight Surgeon with understanding of research technics
6. Laboratory assistants for analysis and summarizing obtained data
7. Various specialists for installation of equipment

C. Equipment
1. Camera for mounting on instrument panel to record eye movements, equipped

for synchronization with camera to photograpL pilot movements
2. Camera with wide angle lens for photographing entire cockpit (May have to

synchronize two for this purpose)
5° Air-borne voice recorder with connections for recording pilot's, co-

pilot's, and experiLenter's comments
4. Possible use of motion picture sound equipment ziith boom-type mike located

in the center of the cockpit
5. Crystal lip mikes to replace the carbon hand mike

D. Possible use of television equipment
1. 8ynchronize eye movement and pilot movement on single screen - re-

photographing with standard equipment, for analyzing

E. Infra-red photographic methods for photographing night performances

III. Treatment of collect A data

A. Motion ;;ictre analysis
1. Frame by frame analysi.- of pilot's and co-pilot's performances to deter-

aine operating procedure.% for all controls
2. Analysis of patterns of movements in the use of combinations of controls
:, Time requirements for use of controls during various flight situations
4. Frequency of use of controls
5. Areas of most frequent use

B. Eye movement analysis
1. Diagram showing eye movements
2. Frequency of use of instruments
3. Time requirements for reading various instruments

0. Voice recordings
1. Inter-relationship of the various team patterns of performance
2. Inter-personnel communication procedures
5. Location of communication problems

IV. Application of technics

A. Single-engine airplanev
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B. Jet planes and advanced experimental airplanes

C. flock-up cockpits of proposed airplanes
r. etc.

V. Application of results to future airplane design

A . Develop general principles for placement of instruments and controls

E. Establish optimum work areas and motion pathways

d C. Assist engineers in developing specifications for the flight deck

0
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